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Our presentation is comprised of two interconnected sections: Firstly we will present results recently delivered and approved by the European Commission regarding the EC FP-7 project SERSCIS (Semantically Enhanced Resilient and Secure Critical Infrastructure Services). http://www.serscis.eu These focus on the following issues:

• The SERSCIS Proof of Concept Architecture with the associated technical limitations during the initial implementation phase. In the sequel the concept and advantages of introducing in a later realization stage modern stream reasoning techniques and in particular the data processing steps in a stream reasoner for real time threat classification and estimation.

• The Semantic monitoring architecture with an emphasis on the Semantic Monitoring and Reasoning Components as well as the so called “Behavioral Analyser” capable of mapping the streaming monitoring data into semantic assertions about the presence or absence of a threat against a Critical Infrastructure.

• The Semantic Reasoning Process in combination with its sequential reasoning computational steps.

Moreover and in conjunction with the A-CDM approach (Airport – Collaborative Decision Making) which is the European Initiative for optimizing European Air Traffic Management across European airports, validation results will be provided. In this direction some asset threat cases will be analyzed for the SERSCIS Proof of Concept comprised of: Attacks - Induced behaviors – Controls. Semantic modeling issues will be presented in conjunction with the final prototypical Decision Support Tool Interfaces.

In the second part the recently launched Greek Cyber Security Center of Excellence will be introduced including: Its national and European dimension, it’s educational and awareness role to societal needs concerning cyber-crime as well as planned research activities and efforts related to Fast Intrusion Detection algorithms and the use of Semantics dynamic modeling approaches towards state of the art cyber – security tools.
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